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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Mr.Avinash Jadhav

Guest lecture was delivered on "Recent Trends & Modern tool usage in the

pharmaceutical Industrv" The guest for the function on 23th Oct 2023 Overall,

the guest lecture was extremely informative and inspiring. We are grateful to

have had the opportunity to learn from such a knowledgeable and dedicated

expert in the field. Your expertise and insights in this field have caught our

attention, and we believe that the guest lecture would greatly enrich the

understanding of our students. We believe that exposure to the diverse

perspective and experiences of professionals like yourself can significantly

contribute to the holistic development of our students.
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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Mr.B.E.Khomne

Guest lecture was delivered on "Roles & Responsibilities of Pharmacist" The

guest for the function on 17th Sep 2023 Overall, the guest lecture was extremely

informative and inspiring. We are grateful to have had the opportunity to learn

from such a knowledgeable and dedicated expert in the field. Your expertise and

insights in this field have caught our attention, and we believe that the guest

lecture would greatly enrich the understanding of our students. We believe

that exposure to the diverse perspective and experiences of professionals

like yourself can significantly contribute to the holistic development of our

students.
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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Dr.A.S.Shedage

Guest lecture was delivered on "Personality & Soft skill Development" The

guest for the function on 17th Sep 2023 Overall, the guest lecture was extremely

informative and inspiring. We are grateful to have had the opportunity to learn

from such a knowledgeable and dedicated expert in the field. Your expertise and

insights in this field have caught our attention, and we believe that the guest

lecture would greatly enrich the understanding of our students. We believe

that exposure to the diverse perspective and experiences of professionals

like yourself can significantly contribute to the holistic development of our

students.
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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Ms.Ishwari Sidwadkar.

The Guest lecture was delivered on ttCurrent Scenario of Pharmacovigilance

in Pharmacv" The guest for the function on 1't Feb 2024 Overall, the guest

lecture was extremely informative and inspiring. We are grateful to have had the

opportunity to learn from such a knowledgeable and dedicated expert in the field.

Your expertise and insights in this field have caught our attention, and we

believe that the guest lecture would greatly enrich the understanding of our

students. We believe that exposure to the diverse perspective and

experiences of professionals like yourself can significantly contribute to the

holistic development of our students.
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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Mr.K.N.Tarkasband

Guest lecture was delivered on ttScope of Pharmacv" The guest for the function

on 17h Sep 2023 Overall, the guest lecture was extremely informative and

inspiring. We are grateful to have had the opporhrnity to learn from such a

knowledgeable and dedicated expert in the field. Your expertise and insights in

this field have caught our attention, and we believe that the guest lecture

would greatly enrich the understanding of our students. We believe that

exposure to the diverse perspective and experiences of professionals like

yourself can significantly contribute to the holistic development of our

students.
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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Mr.Sagar Paygude.

Guest lecture was delivered on "Entrepreneurship Development" The guest for

the function on 08th Mar 2024 Overall, the guest lecture was extremely

informative and inspiring. We are grateful to have had the opportunity to learn

from such a knowledgeable and dedicated expert in the field. Your expertise and

insights in this field have caught our attention, and we believe that the guest

lecture would greatly enrich the understanding of our students. We believe

that exposure to the diverse perspective and experiences of professionals

like yourself can significantly contribute to the holistic development of our

students.
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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Mr. Mohan

Deshpande. Guest lecture was delivered on "Effective Communication" The

guest for the function on 01't Mar 2024 Overall, the guest lecture was extremely

informative and inspiring. We are grateful to have had the opportunity to learn

from such a knowledgeable and dedicated expert in the field. Your expertise and

insights in this field have caught our attention, and we believe that the guest

lecture would greatly enrich the understanding of our students. We believe

that exposure to the diverse perspective and experiences of professionals

like yourself can significantly contribute to the holistic development of our

students.
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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Mr.Nanasaheb Sathe

Guest lecture was delivered on ttlnner wellness (Heal your subconscious),t The

guest for the function on 28th Feb 2024 Overall, the guest lecture was extremely

informative and inspiring. We are grateful to have had the opportunity to learn

from such a knowledgeable and dedicated expert in the field. Your expertise and

insights in this field have caught our attention, and we believe that the guest

lecture would greatly enrich the understanding of our students. We believe

that exposure to the diverse perspective and experiences of professionals

like yourself can significantly contribute to the holistic development of our

students.
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REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE

Our college privilege of hosting a guest lecture from Dr. Anand Kulkarni.
The Guest lecture was delivered on "Fracture and Repair of Bones" The guest

for the function on 06th June 2022 Overall, the guest lecture was extremely
informative and inspiring. We are grateful to have had the opportunity to learn

from such a knowledgeable and dedicated expert in the field. Your expertise and

insights in this field have caught our attention, and we believe that the guest lecture
would greatly enrich the understanding of our students. We believe that exposure

to the diverse perspective and experiences of professionals like yourself can

signifi cantly contribute
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